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Synopsis

OVERVIEW OF KEY IDEAS

- 21st Century Digital Skill Sets
- Leveraging Open Education Resources
- Secure Offline Hardware
- Academic Recovery and Achievement
- Expand transition success
- Continued Education and Employability
Digital Skills

Communication
The skills required to communicate, collaborate, and share digital information.

Gaining Appropriate Content
Search, manage and store digital information and content securely.

Digital Transaction
Safely apply for services, fiscal transactions and services, and administer and manage transactions online.

Problem solving
Gain solutions to problem solve using digital tools and online services.

Being safe and legal online
Address safety measures to keep confidentiality, prevent identity theft and ethical use of digital resources.
Leverage Open Education Resources

- **EXPANDED ACCESS OF PROGRAMS**
  OER content expands program material and use in the classroom. Greater number of students can be served.

- **COST EFFECTIVE.**
  Save on textbook costs and other education program material. Expand scalability for multi site distribution.

- **ENHANCE AND AUGMENT COURSES**
  Supplement learning materials for class and digital library. Instructors can expand curriculum resources.

- **TIMELY**
  Easy access to digital program content. Digital resources eliminate textbook storage and paper contraband issues.

OER2GO.ORG
SECURE LAPTOPS
Offline secure laptops with a variety of choices; Linux, Widows and Chrome. Created from surplus or purchased with security features.

RACHEL PLUS
Access the best educational resources, and your own without an internet connection. RACHEL: Remote Area Community Hotspot for Education and Learning,
Digital education resources allow you to reach student needs from remedial education to higher education. Welcome to the digital one room school.
Life Needs
- Family Contact
- Education
- Community
- Leisure
- Problem Solving

Employment
- Future/Current
- Email
- Networking
- Research
- Job skills

Services
- Health
- Housing
- Utilities
- Legal
- Banking
CONTINUATION

APPLY TECHNICAL SKILLS TO EDUCATION, JOB SEARCH AND EMPLOYMENT.

GAIN ADDITIONAL SKILLS
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